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Abstract

Energy consumption of HPC centers becomes major limitation in building a new peta or ex-
ascale system. In this paper we evaluate the approach of dynamic application tuning used to
reduce energy consumption of HPC systems on the IBM’s Power8+ system.

A D.A.V.I.D.E. HPC system installed in CINECA has been selected for these experiments
due to its advanced power consumption monitoring system which provides power samples at
high sampling rate of 1 kHz, that are stored in a stand-alone scalable database and can be read
on request.

We have tuned two available hardware parameters: (1) Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling and (2) concurrency throttling with focus on hyper-threading, which plays a significant
role with respect to performance on Power8+ systems.

As a test application we have used the ESPRESO library, which is fully fledged application.
Each part of such application may have its optimal configuration of the tuned parameters to
utilize the system however at the same time without wasting the resources. This way we were
able to reduce the application runtime about 23.7 % when tuning to reduce runtime or 27.3 %
of energy with 9.9 % runtime savings when tuning for minimal energy consumption.

Keywords: high performance computing, energy efficient computing, performance analysis,
DiG, Power Architecture, MERIC

1 Introduction

Energy consumption of HPC systems and applications is one of key metrics on the path to
exascale. Several approaches have been presented to reduce it by trading-off performance and
power consumption. These are based on reduction of available resources if the application
cannot use them all. Haidar et al. [1] evaluate the impact of DVFS and power capping on
supercomputing relevant kernels. Fraternali et al. [2] study the impact of DVFS and HW/SW
variability in heterogeneous workloads. Bonati et al. [3] focuses on evaluation this trade-off in
a multi-node multi-accelerator context. GEOPM [4] and Adagio [5] projects target the com-
munication slack in complex application to save energy and/or improving their performance.
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Horizon 2020 project READEX [6], described in more by [7], comes with the optimization
technique that splits application into parts that shows different resources requirements and
consequently it does dynamic switching of the resources limitation at the beginning and the
end of such part.

Energy consumption cannot be reduced without access to information of energy consumed
during the analyzed application run. Intel processors provide RAPL counters [8] that provide
approximate energy consumption of processors and related memories. Similar counter are
available also in AMD [9] and NVIDIA [10] hardware architectures.

Higher precision of the measurement can be provided by stand-alone hardware systems,
connected not only to CPUs and memories but also to computational node itself. Examples
of such system are HDEEM [11] or DiG [12]. DiG is available at D.A.V.I.D.E. system based
on IBM’s Power8+ processors. Its successor Power9 is currently at the heart of two the most
powerful supercomputers Summit and Sierra [13].

We implement C/C++ open source MERIC library [14] providing application profiling
and tuning of selected application parts according the READEX approach. Main goal of the
library is to simplify the process of application analysis and provide maximum possible energy
savings with minimum overhead caused by MERIC. MERIC has been extended to support
D.A.V.I.D.E. system parameters tuning and reading DiG power samples. To our knowledge
we are the first paper presenting energy consumption tuning on IBM Power architecture.

The paper is organized into the following sections. Section 2 presents used approach
and the hardware which we use. Following Section 3 focus on the DiG energy measure-
ment system and access the power samples from any application. Section 4 describes selected
ESPRESO FEM that we have analyzed with MERIC. Significant gains when using MERIC
on the D.A.V.I.D.E. system are presented in the Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarize con-
tribution of this paper.

2 Methodology

2.1 Dynamic Tuning Approach for Energy Optimization

Presented approach is based on dynamic tuning of selected hardware parameters, called tuning
parameters, during the application runtime. The tuning parameters on Power8+ D.A.V.I.D.E.
system are: (i) the CPU core frequency using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS),
(ii) number of active cores (using MPI processes) and (iii) number of active hyper-threads (us-
ing OpenMP threads). The concept of dynamic tuning is introduced by the Horizon 2020 [6]
project and is described in more by [7].

In short, the process of dynamic tuning is performed in following three steps:

• Step 1: identify and annotate the significant regions of an application (see Figure 2 for
regions that have been used for tuning of the ESPRESO FEM library).

• Step 2: find the optimal settings for the tuning parameters for each of these regions to
minimize energy consumption.

• Step 3: dynamically switch to the optimal settings of tuning parameters during the ap-
plication runtime.
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Step 1 is done manually by a code developer. The goal is to identify the regions with
different workloads (compute bound, memory bound, I/O bound, communication bound, etc.)
and annotate them in the source code. Annotated regions, also called significant regions, are
evaluated in step 2, which is called the analysis phase. During the analysis, the application
is executed multiple times with all combinations of the tuning parameters to find the optimal
settings for each significant region.

After manual annotation, the analysis is performed automatically using two tools: MERIC
(performs parameter tuning and energy measurements) and RADAR (analyzes the measure-
ments and creates the tuning model), see [14]. The optimal settings are then saved into a file
called tuning model, which is used in step 3. Finally, the production runs are done in step 3, in
which the dynamic tuning is performed by the MERIC tool. At application start-up, MERIC
reads the tuning model from the file, and at the beginning of each significant region it changes
the tuning parameters to the optimal settings for that particular region. At the end of the region
the settings are changed back to the optimal ones for the parent region.

2.2 Power8+ CPU on D.A.V.I.D.E. system

D.A.V.I.D.E. [15] computing nodes are derived from IBM Power8+ System S822LC. Each
node feature dual sockets IBM Power8+ with NVlink and four NVIDIA Tesla P100 HSXM
direct liquid cooled. It uses Open Rack Enclosure with integrated piping and power distri-
bution and each node is modified to fit the OCP form-factor. Each compute node has a peak
performance of 22 TFlops and a power consumption of less than 2 KW. The IBM Power8+
CPUs on D.A.V.I.D.E. are 8 core chips with eight hardware threads each, for a total of 64
threads per CPU. Each socket is connected to eight memory buffers (Centaur chips) for a total
of 1 TB of memory per node, with an aggregated 128 MByte L4 cache and 230 GB/s sustained
memory bandwidth in and out of the processor.

2.3 Selected Hardware Parameters for Tuning

After examination of the possible hardware knobs on the D.A.V.I.D.E. system we have se-
lected ones that can be potentially accessible in the user-space of the Linux operating system.
Following set was identified:

1. DVFS – OpenPOWER supports DVFS tuning using CPUfreq kernel driver [16]. Power8+
CPU supports 60 different frequencies that can be set in range from 2.06 to 4.02 GHz
with a step of 30 MHz. To limit the evaluation time we use coarse grained steps and run
tests for full range but 9 frequencies only.

2. hyper-threading – This parameter is controlled using OpenMP threads and correct thread
pinning. Each Power8+ CPU core can run up to 8 hyper-threads. For benchmarking we
use 1, 2, 4 and 8 threads.

The utilization of CPU cores is controlled using MPI processes pinned to the particular
cores. In this paper we use always all 16 CPU cores. The MPICH version 3.2 MPI library
has been used for testing. To ensure that MPI processes and OpenMP threads are not allowed
to migrate and use only proper resources we need to control the process/thread placement as
well as binding. We use properties of the mpirun command of the MPICH 3.2 library and
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its parameters ”-bind-to” and ”map-by” are set to ”hwthread:$OMP NUM THREADS” and
”hwthread:8”, respectively, as shown in the following listing:

mpirun
-n 16
-bind-to hwthread:$OMP_NUM_THREADS
-map-by hwthread:8
./application ...

This setup means that each MPI process will have access to continuous 8 hyper-threads per
1 physical core. Following mapping will be used: MPI rank 0 runs on core 0 of socket 0, rank
1 runs on core 1 of socket 0, . . . , rank 8 runs on core 0 of socket 1, . . . , and finally rank 15
runs on core 7 of socket 1.

3 Energy Measurements on D.A.V.I.D.E.

3.1 DiG Power Measurement System

Each D.A.V.I.D.E. compute node features a dedicated high quality out-of-band monitoring de-
vice, namely a Dwarf in a Giant (DiG) [12]. DiG connects to the inlet power supply of the node
with a dedicated power sensor, and to the the node’s telemetry through dedicated AMESTER
out-of-band commands [17]. The DiG provides an accurate and fine-grain sampling of per-
formance, power and energy consumption, it is completely out-of-band and can be deployed
in any hardware architecture/large-scale datacenter at a low cost. It supports (i) fine-grained
power monitoring up to 20µs; (ii) below 1 % of uncertainty on power measurements and (iii)
high-precision time-stamping (sub-microsecond), with no impact on the computing resources.
High frequency power samples are averaged internally in the DiG to 1 ms and to 1 s to reduce
the amount of data transmitted. AMESTER data are sampled every 10 s. AMESTER values
are sampled at higher frequency and represent average of the sample interval.

This metric is used for fine grained tuning presented in this paper.

3.2 Addition Power Sensors on D.A.V.I.D.E. System

These metrics are monitored by the On Chip Controller (OCC) and exported to Examon either
through Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) or through the DiG by mean of
custom AMESTER commands. In the second case the measurements are average values in the
reading interval. These metrics are sampled on significantly lower sampling rate, one sample
every 10 s, but provide more insight on intra-node power consumption. These are: FANs,
GPUs, CPU#0, CPU#1, DRAMs, Centaur chips, PCIEs power consumption.

3.3 Examon and Kairos DB

On D.A.V.I.D.E. the monitored metrics are collected by Examon[18, 19]. Examon, combines
distributed monitoring agents which independently collects power, performance and usage
metrics from the different system’s components (i.e. Computing Element, IPMI, DiG, Liquid
Cooling, PSUs and Job Scheduler) with a lightweight and standard communication protocol
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and big data technology for storage and processing in real-time the acquired data. Data are
labeled and structured to give flexibility on the analysis which can be conducted on that. Ex-
amon uses the MQTT protocol for exchanging data which has emerged as a lightweight and
scalable data-exchange protocol. It is characterized by a small packet header composed of
only two bytes. It implements the publisher-subscriber communication protocol and allows to
trade-off latency, overhead and transmission quality by mean of three QoS levels [20]. Data
are aggregated through information broker and inserted in a scalable database as time-series.
This is done by combining KairosDB and Cassandra Database [21]. KairosDB is used to pro-
vide a time-series abstraction in the Cassandra storage layer. These services (MQTT broker,
KairosDB and Cassandra) runs on management node of the D.A.V.I.D.E.

The KairosDB is single point of contact between MERIC and the entire energy monitoring
system which significantly simplifies the implementation of MERIC Examon plug-in.

3.4 C++ Client for KairosDB

In order to develop a MERIC plug-in for Examon system, we had to first implement a C++
client for KairosDB that is able to send queries to the database and process the JSON formatted
responses. The client uses two external libraries: (i) REST client for C++ [22] and (ii) JSON
for Modern C++ [23].

The key parts of the client is shown in Listing 1. The code shows how to connect to
KairosDB, and compile query that requests a set of samples with corresponding time stamps
for given time range. The time range is defined by start t and stop t which are given in Unix
time in milliseconds. In addition user has to specify the name of the node, here davide1 and the
name of the metric he wants to query, here power (Please note: the bbb pub plugin contains
only single metric, for other metrics from OCC or IPMI the query needs to be updated, see
Section 3.2.).

These parameters are then passed to the get samples(...) function which will fill the pro-
vided two vectors with time-stamps and power samples in the given range. These arrays are
then processed by the D.A.V.I.D.E. plug-in for MERIC as described in the following section.

3.4.1 Query Processing Performance

We have implemented and evaluated the performance for two different queries:

• Type 1: Get average power value of power samples for particular sensor in particular
node in particular time range

• Type 2: Get all samples for particular sensor in particular node in particular time range.

In case of Type 1 query the calculation of the average value (Pavg) is done by the KairosDB
and only single values is sent back to the client. In this scenario MERIC would submit this
query for every call of every significant region and this situation can occur up to several thou-
sand times during the application runtime. Therefore a low latency is essential if this approach
should be used.

In case of Type 2 query, all the samples for the entire application runtime are transferred
to client and the calculation of average value (Pavg) for every regions is done from the power
samples. The main disadvantage of this approach is that if application runtime is long the
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#include <connection.h> // Rest client headers
#include <restclient.h> // access to KairosDB
#include <nlohmann/json.hpp> // JSON library used to
using json = nlohmann::json; // parse JSON responses
RestClient::Connection* conn;
string url = "http://KAIROSDB_SERVER_IP_ADDR:KAIROSDB_PORT/api/v1"+

"/datapoints/query";

void init_kairos() {
RestClient::init();
conn_samples = new RestClient::Connection(url);
conn_samples->SetBasicAuth("username", "password");}

void close_kairos() { RestClient::disable(); }

void get_samples( // get samples in the time interval
long long start_time, long long stop_time, string node_n,
string metric, std::vector<long long> & time_samples,
std::vector<double> & power_samples) {

string querry = "{\"cache_time\":0,\"end_absolute\":"+
to_string(stop_time) +",\"metrics\":[{\"group_by\":[{\"name\":"+
"\"tag\",\"tags\":[\"node\",\"cluster\",\"org\",\"plugin\"]}],"+
"\"name\":\"" + metric + "\",\"tags\":{\"node\":[\"" + node_n +
"\"],\"plugin\":[\"bbb_pub\"],\"ts\":[\"1ms\"],\"chnl\":[\"data"+
"\"],\"cluster\":[\"davide\"],\"org\":[\"e4\"]}}],\"time_zone\":"+
"\"Europe/Rome\",\"start_absolute\":"+to_string(start_time)+"}";
RestClient::Response r = conn_samples->post("", query);
json j = json::parse(r.body); //parse JSON
json v = j["/queries/0/results/0/values"_json_pointer];
time_samples.resize(v.size()); //get time stamps
power_samples.resize(v.size()); //get power samples
for (int ts = 0; ts < v.size(); ts++) {
time_samples[ts] = (long long) v[ts][0];
power_samples[ts] = (double) v[ts][1];

}
}

int main(int argc, char const *argv[]) {
string node_n = "davide1"; // node name
string metric = "power"; // metric name
long long stop_t = 1529332500200; // Unix time [ms]
long long start_t = 1529332500100; // Unix time [ms]
std::vector<long long> t_samples; // time samples
std::vector<double> p_samples; // power samples
init_kairos(); // setup connection to KairosDB
get_samples(start_t, stop_t, node_n, metric, t_samples, p_samples);
close_kairos(); // close connection to KairosDB
return 0;

}

Listing 1: A key parts of the C++ KairosDB client in MERIC
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client will request large amount data to be transferred. For this type the throughput is key
performance indicator.

The performance evaluation is shown in Table 1. The observations are:

• the minimal latency of Type 1 query is at least ~350 ms – in this case KairosDB is not
efficient for short regions (length of several samples),

• for regions shorter than ~2 s (2048 ms) the response time is very similar for both type of
queries,

• for application that runs approximately 9 minutes KairosDB needs 10 seconds to provide
all samples to the client.

Based on these results we have implemented the Examon client for MERIC to transfer all
samples (Type 2 query) from KairosDB to client and calculate the Pavg in the client. The
details are described in the next section.

Interval
length [ms];[min]

Type 1
Time to get
Pavg [ms]

Type 2
Time to get

samples [ms]
1 357 327
2 370 326
4 344 338
8 337 404
16 343 375
32 325 360
64 377 381
128 356 376
256 408 348
512 379 409

1024 379 395
2048 733 753
4096 710 822
8192 802 950
16384 765 1096
32768 867 1292

65536 ; 1.1 965 1857
131072 ; 2.2 1660 2593
262144 ; 4.4 2222 5067
524288 ; 8.7 3806 10070

Table 1: Performance evaluation of the KairosDB for Type 1 and Type 2 query for single node
of D.A.V.I.D.E.

3.5 Examon plug-in for MERIC

The Examon plug-in for MERIC is designed to process time-series of power samples that are
downloaded from KairosDB using our C++ client.
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During the runtime of the application MERIC records beginning and end time of each sig-
nificant regions (at this time it does not measure energy). This approach has minimal negative
effect on the application performance and it is designed particularly for out-of-band monitor-
ing systems such as Examon. Once the application finishes, MERIC takes the time-stamp of
the beginning and the end of the main function and queries the KairosDB for all samples in
this interval. During the decoding of the JSON response of the KairosDB the time-stamp for
each power sample is checked and if a missing sample is detected its value is interpolated
from surrounding samples and correctly saved into a simple Energy Readings Structure (ERS)
in the MERIC. The ERS contains (i) time-stamp of the first sample, called initial time-stamp ti
and (ii) vector of power samples ps which length is equal to the duration of the main function
in milliseconds. This way plug-in ensures that there are no missing samples and MERIC does
not need to store time-stamps of all the samples.

This improves the performance of the per region energy consumption calculation, because
plug-in does not need to search an array of time-stamps to find the first and the last energy
sample of a region. Instead, required power samples can be directly accessed due to fact that
each power sample has been taken every 1 ms.

The energy consumption of a region, that is identified by start time-stamp ts, end time-
stamp te and duration d = te − ts in milliseconds, is than calculated using ERS, where the
index of the first power sample is te− ti and the index of the last power sample is te− ti. Then
a mean value, Pavg = 1/d

∑te−ti
n=ts−ti

ps(n), of all samples between these indexes is calculated
and the energy is calculated from Pavg and d in seconds. This process is repeated for every
region. This approach can be used for any sensor which readings are stored in the KairosDB.
One just need to update the sampling frequency of the sensor.

For sensors from OCC which sampling rate is significantly slower (one sample every
10 seconds) , an interpolation of time series must be used. This is described in the next
section.

3.5.1 Interpolation for Short Regions

Interpolation is used for energy evaluation of regions which length is close to the sampling
period of the Examon system. We have manually set the threshold to use interpolation if
number of samples is smaller than 10.

The plug-in supports two interpolation techniques: (1) linear interpolation and (2) spline
interpolation, see Figure 1. Both techniques are implemented in the cubic spline interpola-
tion library [24]. The complexity of spline interpolation is O(N) to generate a spline and
O(log(N)) to evaluate spline at a single point, where N is the number of input data points. In
order to eliminate negative effect of interpolation on the boundaries we use extra sample be-
fore the start of a region and after the end of a region to generate the spline. The up-sampling
ration is set 10, i.e. we get the 10 times more samples for the region evaluation. From these
samples an average value of input power is calculated and the total region energy consumption
is calculated using this average value and region duration.
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Figure 1: Example of two interpolation methods implemented in the Examon plugin for
MERIC.

4 Benchmarking

4.1 ESPRESO FEM library description

The ESPRESO FEM [25][26] library is a combination of Finite Element (FEM) and Bound-
ary Element (BEM) tools and TFETI/HTFETI solvers. It supports FEM and BEM (using the
BEM4I library [27]) discretization for Advection-diffusion equation, Stokes flow and Struc-
tural mechanics. Real engineering problems are imported from Ansys Workbench or Open-
FOAM. A C API allows ESPRESO FEM to be used as a solver library for third party applica-
tions. It has been used for integration with CSC ELMER. For large scale tests, the library also
contains a multiblock benchmark generator.

The ESPRESO solver is a parallel linear solver which includes a highly efficient MPI com-
munication layer [28] designed for massively parallel machines with thousands of compute
nodes. The parallelization inside a node is done using OpenMP. Three versions of the solver
are developed:

• ESPRESO CPU uses sparse matrices and sparse direct solvers to process the system
matrices. This version also supports the second generation (KNL) of Intel Xeon Phi
many-core processors.

• ESPRESO MIC is an Intel Xeon Phi accelerated version designed for the first gener-
ation (KNC) of Intel Xeon Phi accelerator attached to PCI-Express bus and using an
offloading approach;

• ESPRESO GPU is a GPU accelerated version which supports dense structures using the
LSC method and sparse structures using cuSolver. This paper evaluates several methods
that executes key kernels of the LSC method on GPU in order to select the most optimal
one for different scenarios (different problem size, different decomposition, etc.).

ESPRESO FEM has been manually instrumented for the purposes of the READEX project,
see Figure 2 for the diagram, call tree, of the annotated regions. We evaluate only the leaf
regions for dynamic tuning which are marked in red. Some of these regions have a very short
runtime, bellow 1 % of total runtime, so we do not use them for this paper.
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Figure 2: Diagram of significant regions on the ESPRESO FEM library. The red regions are
used for dynamic tuning.

4.2 Benchmark setup

For our experiments the ESPRESO FEM has been built with the following compilers:

• MPICH version 3.2

• GCC compiler version 7.1.0

In addition following numerical libraries has been used:

• PARDISO sparse direct solver version 6.1

• reference LAPACK version 3.8.0 from NETLIB compiled with optimized IBM ESSL
BLASS

• IBM ESSL library version 5.4 (sequential version)
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5 Results

In this section we present results for both static and dynamic tuning of the selected regions.

5.1 Static tuning

We first evaluate the potential savings for the static tuning, i.e. one configuration is used for
the entire application runtime. The summary of the results is shown in Table 2.

The static savings are defined against the default configuration, which is:

• 1 hyper-thread per core

• 4.02 GHz CPU core frequency (the highest available)

In the HPC environment using hyper-threads is not default behavior because of less float-
ing point units, than available computational threads, which does not speed-up the application
but may even cause slowing down of the compute bound parts of the application. Also when
application cause cache pressure, with hyper-threading it may generate more cache-miss situ-
ations [29].

By finding the static optimum ESPRESO FEM can save 18.7 % of runtime and 21.6 % of
energy. If we use the optimal settings for energy the runtime is also reduced by 9.8 %. Since
most of the application is compute bound, despite 8 hyper-threads are available, the best static
configuration for time uses 4 and for energy only 2 of them. For static tuning the difference
between 2 and 4 hyper-threads is not very significant, but this is not the case for particular
regions as described in the next section.

Default
settings

Default
values

Static
optimum

Static
savings

Tuning for
energy consumption

1 h-thread
4.02 GHz

97.3 kJ
2 h-thread
3.22 GHz

21038 J
21.6%

Tuning for
runtime

1 h-thread
4.02 GHz

140.8 s
4 h-thread
4.02 GHz

26.3 s
18.7 %

Runtime for
optimal energy
configuration

-10.8 s
90.2 % of runtime with default settings

Table 2: Evaluation of the static saving of the ESPRESO solver with respect to time and
energy.

5.2 Dynamic tuning

The summary of results for dynamic tuning of the longest regions is presented in Table 3. From
global point of view when tuning to reduce application energy consumption all the regions but
one (Apply Prec) have optimal frequency equal to 3.22 GHz. For these regions the dynamic
savings come from tuning of hyper-threads only.

The Apply A region call forward and backward substitution of the PARDISO sparse direct
solver. From its analysis we observe:
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• The runtime for 4 and 8 hyper-threads is identical but since 8 hyper-threads utilize more
hardware units the energy consumption is higher by 1.6% for the optimal frequency
3.2 GHz.

• The difference in energy consumption between static optimum, 2 hyper-threads, and
dynamic optimum, 8 hyper-threads, is 1.47 kJ or 10.7 %.

2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2

80

90

100

110

Optimum:
2 ht, 3.23 GHz: 76.2 kJ

Default:
1 ht, 4.02 GHz: 97.2 kJ

DVFS [GHz]

E
ne

rg
y

[k
J] h-threads [#]

1
2
4
8

Figure 3: Evaluation of the effect of DVFS and hyper-threading on runtime and energy con-
sumption of the Main region of ESPRESO FEM library.
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Region
name

Best dynamic
configuration

Energy
total [kJ]; savings [kJ]

Time
total [s]; savings [s]

% of
default

application
runtime

for energy

for time

default configuration (no tuning)
static tuning for energy

dynamic tuning for energy
static tuning for time

dynamic tuning for time

Main
100 %
(static

optimum)

2 h-thread
3.22 GHz
4 h-thread
4.02 GHz

97.3; – (–)
76.3; 21.0 (21.6 %)

–
84.0; 13.3 (13.7 %)

–

140.8; – (–)
114.5; 26.3 (18.7 %)

–
137.1; 3.7 (2.6 %)

–

Apply A
18.5 %

4 h-thread
3.22 GHz
4 h-thread
4.02 GHz

18.1
13.7; 4.4 (24.3 %)
12.3; 5.8 (32.0 %)
13.3; 4.8 (26.5 %)
13.3; 4.8 (26.5 %)

26.1
24.2; 1.9 (7.3 %)

20.4; 5.7 (21.8, %)
17.4; 8.7 (33.3 %)
17.4; 8.7 (33.3 %)

Apply Prec
8.5 %

2 h-thread
2.06 GHz
8 h-thread
4.02 GHz

7.98
6.31; 1.67 (26.4 %)
5.45; 2.53 (31.7 %)
8.10; -0.12 (-1.5 %)
8.19; -0.21 (-2.6 %)

11.2
10.8; 0.4 (3.5 %)
11.5; -0.3 (-2.6)
10.7; 0.5 (4.5 %)
10.6; 0.6 (5.4 %)

Assemble
Stiffnes
Matrices
10.2 %

4 h-thread
3.22 GHz
4 h-thread
4.02 GHz

9.64
6.66; 2.98 (30.9 %)
5.64; 4.00 (41.5 %)
6.07; 3.57 (37.0 %)
6.07; 3.57 (37.0 %)

14.4
12.3; 2.1 (14.6 %)

9.86; 4.54 (31.5 %)
8.34; 6.06 (42.1 %)
8.34; 6.06 (42.1 %)

Create
Dirichlet

Prec
37.8 %

2 h-thread
3.22 GHz
2 h-thread
4.02 GHz

37.4
30.1; 7.3 (19.5 %)
30.1; 7.3 (19.5 %)
36.4; 0.7 (2.7 %)
32.1; 5.3 (14.2 %)

53.3
53.4; -0.1 (-0.2 %)
53.4; -0.1 (-0.2 %)
49.3; 4.0 (7.5 %)

44.4; 8.9 (16.7 %)
Total consumption in:
- default configuration:
- dynamic tuning for time:
- dynamic tuning for energy:

110.3 s; 76.7 kJ
84.2 s; 62.1 kJ (+10.1 % of energy)
99.4 s; 55.8 kJ (+15.3 % of time)

Table 3: Evaluation of dynamic saving for the most significant regions of the application. The
significant regions cover 78.1 % of the default runtime of the ESPRESO FEM library. All
remaining parts are tuned using best static configuration.
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The Apply Prec region calls mainly the DGEMV function of the ESSL library, so this a
strictly memory bound region. This is clearly visible from Figure 4 where we can see that
the lowest CPU frequency is the most efficient while the runtime changes are very small with
respect to DVFS tuning. To run this region at its fastest configuration cost 33.4 % more energy
while shortening the runtime by 7.8 % only.
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(b) Apply Prec region energy consumption

Figure 4: Energy consumption and runtime in relation to specified CPU frequency and number
of active hyper-threads of Apply Prec region.

The Assemble Stiffness Matrices region calculates the element matrices and combines these
into final sparse CSR stiffness matrix for every domain. For this region the most energy effi-
cient configuration can save up to 41.5 % against the default settings and 31.5 % of runtime.
The best runtime configuration can save up to 42.1 % of runtime and 37.0 % of energy against
default settings.

The Create Dirichlet Prec at first permutates the stiffness matrix and then calculate Schur
complement using PARDISO. In this case however the size of the final Schur complement is
significantly higher that in the previous region. As this region runs 37.8 % of the application
runtime it mostly defines optimal its static configuration. There the static and dynamic con-
figuration is the same. As shown at the Figure 5 we can save 19.5 % of energy and -0.2 % of
runtime for optimal energy configuration or 16.7 % of runtime and 14.2 % of energy for the
optimal time configuration.

All these regions covers 78.1 % of the runtime in the default settings, which means 110 s
while consuming 76.7 kJ of energy. If we use the configuration for the best runtime we can re-
duce the runtime to 84.2 s (23.7 % time savings) and energy to 62.1 kJ (19.0 % energy savings),
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on the other hand the configuration for the best energy consumption results in runtime of 99.4 s
(9.9 % time savings) and the energy consumption will be 55.8 kJ (27.3 % energy savings).
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(b) Create Dirichlet Prec region energy consumption

Figure 5: Energy consumption and runtime in relation to specified CPU frequency and number
of active hyper-threads of Create Dirichlet Prec region.

When we compare these two optimal settings we can observe these trade-offs:

• against default settings we can save up to 23.7 % of runtime for these regions,

• against default settings we can save up to 27.3 % of energy for these regions,

• the fastest runtime consumes 10.1 % more energy than the most energy efficient
run, and

• the most energy efficient run requires extra 15.3 % of runtime than the fastest run.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented application of the READEX approach using the MERIC li-
brary for HPC applications tuning from energy consumption point of view. To support new
architecture MERIC has been extended about the possibility to tune IBM Power8+ system
parameters and implemented an interface for accessing power samples from the DiG, stand
alone, high frequency energy measurement system, that is available at UNIBO D.A.V.I.D.E.
system.
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As a benchmark we have presented fully fledged ESPRESO FEM library, with several
regions showing different resources requirements, which implies possibility to dynamically
tune the parameters and save an energy accordingly.

For ESPRESO FEM we were able to save up to 27.3 % of energy in compare to default
system settings, and at the same time it results in 9.9 % shorter runtime. We were also able to
tune the application for the runtime, and reached 23.7 % savings.

Most of the saving both time and energy comes from the applying optimal number of hyper-
threads for each region of the application. It is not usual to use hyper-threads in HPC, since it
may even cause application slowdown in the phases of an application that are computational
or memory bound. In case of using hyper-threading it is also always important to take care
about the thread placement and their migration even more than in case of usual dual socket
systems without hyper-threading.
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